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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    
Ubiquitous computing—connecting all the systems in an enterprise into 
a single, well-oiled IT infrastructure that responds quickly and efficiently 
to the needs of the business—is one of the primary goals of many IT 
managers today. After all, today’s economy is information-based, and 
the better a company can leverage the information it has in its systems, 
the more competitive it will be. 
 
For ubiquitous computing to be a reality, however, companies must 
address many tough issues. Systems must communicate with each 
other. There must be a flexible, resilient architecture that guides the 
operation of the IT infrastructure. And the business must be able to use 
the IT resources at its disposal to create and execute the processes that 
drive the business. But all of these issues depend on one key element: 
all the systems within the enterprise must communicate with the 
network. 
 
It has typically been very difficult, however, to place closed systems on 
the network—and every company has closed systems, often in mission 
critical roles. Enter a new class of device: the hardware XML edge 
device that enables closed systems to communicate with the network 
via XML. 
 
Once closed devices are on the network, the ability to output XML is 
necessary for ubiquitous computing, because XML offers the flexibility 
and power necessary to enable closed devices to participate fully in 
today’s IT architectures. 
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I.I.I.I.    The Importance of Ubiquitous ComputingThe Importance of Ubiquitous ComputingThe Importance of Ubiquitous ComputingThe Importance of Ubiquitous Computing    
Howard Aiken, the engineer who designed IBM’s first computer in the 1950s, is 
famously quoted as saying, “Only six computers will ever be sold in the 
commercial market.” Only half a century later, however, we have computers on 
our desktops, in our pockets, behind our ears, and built into our cars and 
refrigerators. And unlike those monolithic behemoths of the Cold War, today’s 
computers all participate in a grand super-network that includes the Internet, 
mobile telephone networks, and more. This globally connected fabric of 
computing devices goes under the name ubiquitous computing,  because these 
devices are finding their way into all corners of our lives.  

In the business world, ubiquitous computing takes on a special importance, 
because of the broad range of business advantages that such broad connectivity 
and computing power can provide. However, in the business world in particular, 
ubiquitous computing is generally an unrealized goal, because of the number of 
closed systems present in companies today that are not able to participate in the 
computing fabric. Fortunately, there is a new technology that is finally able to 
remove this final roadblock to ubiquitous computing. This paper explores the 
advantages of ubiquitous computing in the enterprise, the roadblocks that 
closed systems present, and the new technologies that can remove those 
roadblocks and enable all systems to participate in the global computing fabric. 

Business Advantage: Monitoring and ControlBusiness Advantage: Monitoring and ControlBusiness Advantage: Monitoring and ControlBusiness Advantage: Monitoring and Control    

The most obvious advantage to ubiquitous computing in the enterprise is the 
ability to monitor and control the various systems across the company. 
Regardless of whether a firm is an information-based service organization or an 
industrial firm, executives are better able to direct the business if they are aware 
of what’s working—and what isn’t working—across each of their facilities. And 
when something isn’t working at peak efficiency, whether it’s a claims process, a 
factory line, or a call center, the sooner management can identify the problem 
and take action to correct it, the better able the company is to keep their costs 
down, satisfy their customers, and compete. 

Business Advantage: AgilityBusiness Advantage: AgilityBusiness Advantage: AgilityBusiness Advantage: Agility    

Ubiquitous computing—when it works properly—offers executives more than 
straightforward monitoring and control of the business. The greatest business 
benefit companies can achieve from ubiquitous computing is business agility: 

In the business 
world, ubiquitous 
computing takes on 
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business 
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the ability to react quickly and efficiently to change, as well as to leverage 
change for competitive advantage. If there’s one thing the dot-com boom and 
bust taught us, it’s that change is the one thing that companies today can count 
on. When all the systems in an organization are working together and 
communicating, that organization is better able to respond to changes in the 
competitive landscape. Even more important, the agile business is able to 
introduce change—take the initiative in the marketplace to move ahead of the 
competition. 

II.II.II.II.    The Final Roadblock: Closed SystemsThe Final Roadblock: Closed SystemsThe Final Roadblock: Closed SystemsThe Final Roadblock: Closed Systems    
What steps, then, must a company take to practice ubiquitous computing? The 
first step is clearly the network—systems across the organization must be 
physically connected in order to communicate with each other. Second, there 
must be an architecture: organizational principles and best practices that control 
how systems communicate and interoperate. Third, there must be processes in 
place that put the IT infrastructure to work for the business.  

It’s no surprise that most IT dollars go toward solving problems in one or more of 
these categories—network, architecture, and process. But a company could have 
the most sophisticated architecture and streamlined processes, and still 
wouldn’t have ubiquitous computing, if the network didn’t connect all the 
systems in the organization. The final roadblock to ubiquitous computing for 
many companies is therefore closed systems: various pieces of equipment that 
by their nature don’t connect directly to the network.  

Hunting for Closed Systems in Your CompanyHunting for Closed Systems in Your CompanyHunting for Closed Systems in Your CompanyHunting for Closed Systems in Your Company    

When people think about their networks, they typically don’t even consider 
closed systems, partly because of their disconnected nature, but mostly because 
they typically don’t fit into the picture people have of computers. Nevertheless, 
closed systems can be found across most companies, if you look for them. Here 
are some examples of closed systems: 

 medical equipment, like heart monitors and other devices 

 factory floor equipment 

 older systems of all kinds, including report generating equipment, word 
processors, etc. 

 laboratory equipment 

 plant monitoring equipment 

The full list, in fact, is much longer, because it contains specialized equipment 
for virtually every industry. Most of these closed systems simply do not connect 
to a network, or if they do, it’s often via an older networking protocol that doesn’t 
interoperate with today’s Ethernet-TCP/IP networks. 

Today’s Limited “Integration” ScenariosToday’s Limited “Integration” ScenariosToday’s Limited “Integration” ScenariosToday’s Limited “Integration” Scenarios    

Even though closed systems don’t connect directly to the network, companies 
have figured out ways of getting information off of closed systems and onto the 
network. In fact, these “seat of the pants” approaches to getting information off 
of closed systems are just a subset of the many ways companies have found to 
work around the limitations of integrating closed systems with other systems on 
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the network. Several examples of such integration scenarios are shown in Figure 
1 below: 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 1111: Today': Today': Today': Today's Various Integration Scenarioss Various Integration Scenarioss Various Integration Scenarioss Various Integration Scenarios    
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The various integration scenarios illustrated in Figure 1 present a number of 
problems to the enterprise, because they are: 

 Brittle and Tightly-Coupled – Any changes in the format or connection to 
the source data, the mappings to the destination format, or other 
transformation processes and pathways often break the conversion 
mechanism – resulting in high cost and complexity of maintenance. 

 Centralized – Conversion, middleware, Extract, Transform, and Load 
(ETL), and Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) approaches assume 
that there will be a centralized point of data collection and 
transformation. This is not possible in many scenarios where data are 
created and managed in a decentralized, disconnected, or closed 
manner. 

 Intrusive – Recoding systems or introducing new middleware into 
existing infrastructures often requires the ripping and replacing of 
systems in an enterprise – resulting in long and costly implementation 
times  

 Non-automated – Many data integration and transformation approaches 
require the use of manual, batch, or semi-automated systems that don’t 
operate in real-time with the data creation – resulting in information that 
is often stale or introducing latency into business processes. 
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While many traditional integration approaches are nominally useful for server-
based environments, they are wholly inadequate for solving the integration 
problems faced by users of systems where the only interface is via paper-based, 
parallel or serial port-based, or screen-based interfaces. Simply put, EAI is not a 
solution for companies looking to leverage information from closed, proprietary 
systems. For these poor information workers, re-keying of data (i.e. “swivel-chair 
integration”) is the only approach to extracting and exchanging the vital 
information contained in these systems.  

In particular, many enterprises’ core operations are enabled and powered not 
only by electronic applications but also by paper-based processes. Insurance 
industry firms depend on paper claims; health care facilities would cease to 
operate without paper forms and documents; governments everywhere rely on 
the memo and print documents for archival purposes. Indeed, for many 
industries, the promise of the paperless office has failed to materialize. 

However, there is still a tremendous desire to move beyond human-intensive, 
paper-based processes to automated, electronic transactions. Yet, existing 
technologies and systems such as EAI, B2B, and data integration middleware 
approaches fall short of reaching the paper-based endpoint, and can only 
communicate with the network-enabled desktop or server devices that sit 
separate from those critical, but paper-based data sources. EAI and middleware 
systems require physical access to data, which is simply not possible for these 
paper-based processes—many of which are generated from closed and 
proprietary systems with print-only output. 

III.III.III.III.    Removing the Roadblock: Edge DevicesRemoving the Roadblock: Edge DevicesRemoving the Roadblock: Edge DevicesRemoving the Roadblock: Edge Devices    
When we talk about a closed system, the word “closed” means more than not 
connecting to the network. It also means that there’s no practical way to get into 
the guts of the system and reprogram it. The functionality of the closed system is 
fixed, and there’s typically no way to get it to do something it wasn’t originally 
programmed to do. The secret to putting such systems on the network, therefore, 
is to take advantage of something these systems can do. Fortunately, most 
closed systems can print. 

The View through the Printer PortThe View through the Printer PortThe View through the Printer PortThe View through the Printer Port    

Even the oldest closed systems still in use today have a printer port, and can 
connect to a printer. Some devices use a standard approach to printing called 
the Printer Control Language (PCL), while others have proprietary approaches, 
but in the final analysis, printing means sending out a stream of data via a port 
on the device. 

If it’s possible to hook up a printer, then it’s possible to hook up another kind of 
interface device, as long as it knows how to speak PCL (or whatever printer 
language the system uses), and can physically connect to the closed system. 
These devices, known as hardware edge translation devices, are then able to 
convert the printer language into a more modern protocol and put those 
translated messages onto the network. (They are called “edge” devices because 
they operate at the “edge” of the network: in other words, where closed systems 
connect to the network). 

These hardware edge translation devices therefore have three primary interface 
points: an input port that accepts data streams from the closed system’s printer 
port, an output port that passes the data directly to the printer (since, after all, 
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these systems still need to print), and a translated data port that outputs 
translated data onto the corporate network.  

The hardware-based approach to integrating closed systems onto the network 
clearly overcomes many of the challenges facing the integration scenarios 
discussed above. Hardware edge translation devices exhibit a number of major 
benefits for organizations looking to get formatted data from their proprietary 
systems: 

 Non-Intrusive – Hardware devices are built to sit between a system and 
its output device. As a result, it’s non-intrusive in that is requires no 
changes to be made to either the data creation system or output device.  

 Minimal configuration – Since hardware devices are “plug-and-play,” no 
configuration is required on the part of the end user. With simplified 
installation comes minimal configuration and maintenance.  

 System agnostic – Hardware devices are installed as “black box” 
devices on the network, not requiring any software to be installed on 
client or server systems. This advantage means that hardware edge 
translation devices work equally well with Unix, NT, Java, and mainframe 
systems as well as a wide range of closed systems. 

 Low Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) – With the simplicity and low 
maintenance of a hardware approach comes very low total cost of 
ownership over the lifetime of the product. Hardware devices are less 
labor intensive and require no advanced skills for setup and 
maintenance. 

Outputting XML: The New Network Outputting XML: The New Network Outputting XML: The New Network Outputting XML: The New Network Lingua FrancaLingua FrancaLingua FrancaLingua Franca    

Hardware edge translation devices can take proprietary printer codes and 
translate them into a data format that systems across the network can consume 
and understand. However, the choice of the appropriate output data format is 
critical for the success of any ubiquitous computing effort. In today’s IT 
environment, the choice is clear: the Extensible Markup Language (XML). 

In environments where data is easily accessible on the network, in databases, or 
in server-based applications that are easy to access via APIs, a wide range of 
solutions exist for XML-based integration. However, in environments where 
structured information is trapped in legacy or closed systems and devices, there 
is little way to get information out, except for printing or other manual integration 
methods. Clearly, the greatest value proposition for hardware edge translation 
devices is in unlocking this information. That’s where XML is particularly 
important. This paper will discuss the value proposition for XML in detail in 
Section IV. 

Xlipstream’s XXlipstream’s XXlipstream’s XXlipstream’s X----Jet: Putting Closed Systems to WorkJet: Putting Closed Systems to WorkJet: Putting Closed Systems to WorkJet: Putting Closed Systems to Work    

Xlipstream has implemented a hardware XML edge translation device called the 
X-Jet that provides all the features required to address the closed system 
integration challenges discussed above. The device itself is a box that has serial 
and parallel printer ports and a network port (with a USB port coming soon). The 
device is placed inline between the host system and output device. When the 
host system outputs some data via its printer port, the X-Jet captures the data 
and converts them to an XML format, while also passing the original data to the 
output device (namely, the printer) for processing.  
Once the document has been converted and the original data sent to the output 
device, the translation device can be configured to send the XML document to a 
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location on the network via email, HTTP, or a Web Service call. The device is self-
configurable through DHCP, and a Web administration utility that has been 
loaded on the device. All configuration is done through this Web interface. 

The X-Jet can handle a broad range of input data types, including ASCII text and 
PCL formatted data. Once data are received by the X-Jet device, a pre-configured 
XML translation “driver” is used to actually perform the conversion from the print 
stream data to a destination XML document format.  These “drivers” can be 
industry-specific or custom XML transformation formats that can transform 
ordinary PCL documents, for example, to HIPAA-compliant XML documents. The 
device automatically detects the input format and applies the suitable driver to 
create the appropriate XML document. The X-Jet device comes pre-loaded with 
drivers for industry-specific formats, and can host dozens of drivers on a single 
device. In addition, the device can “intelligently learn” about new input and 
output formats, and download new drivers via the Web. 

The device is also simply priced: there is just a single, one-time cost for the 
device and associated support, in contrast with traditional EAI and other 
middleware solutions where costs can run into the hundreds of thousands or 
millions of dollars. There are no additional ongoing charges or costs for running 
the device in production environments, such as additional consulting, training, 
configuration, or maintenance costs. As a result, organizations can start to 
realize ROI quickly in using the device, with a well-understood, fixed cost to 
running the edge translation device.  

XML Creation at the “Edge”XML Creation at the “Edge”XML Creation at the “Edge”XML Creation at the “Edge”    

Rather than seeking a centralized integration solution that requires interfaces 
and access to systems in order to work, a decentralized approach that puts XML 
creation at the point of data creation is more practical. This approach doesn’t 
compete with existing EAI, conversion, or recoding efforts, but rather augments 
those solutions by providing an additional way to access data that would 
otherwise be locked in proprietary or closed systems. 

In this case, we are talking about creation of XML at the “edge,” where the users 
directly interact with the systems they wish to extract information from, as shown 
in Figure 2 below. Instead of translating data that sits in a database or repository 
somewhere on the network, edge translation systems create XML on-the-fly, 
interpreting streams of data and outputting XML that can be used in a wide 
range of systems that expect XML data. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 2222: Translating to XML at the Edge: Translating to XML at the Edge: Translating to XML at the Edge: Translating to XML at the Edge    
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The edge translation device is an ideal source of XML data translated from data 
coming from proprietary systems, since it can produce XML data of a wide variety 
of schema types and levels of granularity. Also, mechanisms that use streaming 
approaches to XML creation don’t need to interact directly with the system that 
created the data, avoiding potential problems with data consistency. For 
applications that simply “print” their output to devices, edge translation systems 
can process information that has already been packaged for consumption, ready 
for export from the host system. 

Decentralized Data CollectionDecentralized Data CollectionDecentralized Data CollectionDecentralized Data Collection    

In many instances, it simply is not possible to integrate with data in a centralized 
fashion—using a server installation to connect to end-point data sources using 
adapters or other connection-based mechanisms. In these cases, rather than 
seeking to “pull” data from edge data sources, users must seek an integration 
approach that “pushes” data from the edge creation source to the destination 
application. This method of XML creation is quite compelling, especially for 
paper-driven processes linked to closed or proprietary systems. 

There are a few key benefits to this decentralized approach to integration:  

 Ability to integrate with closed systems – Decentralized approaches shift 
the burden of data integration from a centralized data integration server 
that must find a way to connect to a closed device to a decentralized 
mechanism that pushes data from the closed system to a central 
repository on demand, thus eliminating the need for adapters or other 
connection-based integration methods. 

 Real-time, on-demand data generation – Data are generated, collected, 
and integrated at the time they are collected, rather than at some later 
time via batch, manual, or semi-automated means.  

 Ability to send data to multiple destinations – With a “push” mechanism 
for data integration, information can be sent to multiple destination 
endpoints for integration, rather than requiring each destination to 
separately integrate with the source of data. 
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 No single bottleneck or point of failure – In any decentralized approach, 
there is no single performance bottleneck or point of failure. Each data 
integration point is a separate entity responsible for its own integration 
tasks. 

 Easier roll-out of systems – Because each data integration system is 
implemented separately in a decentralized approach, users can choose 
to roll-out implementations on an as-needed basis, thus eliminating the 
need for large scale, “rip-and-replace” strategies. 

Creating XML from streams of data is clearly easier than human-intensive, 
“swivel-chair” integration mechanisms that involve printing output and then re-
keying the results into other systems. In addition to being able to create XML 
easily from streams of formatted data, XML edge translation devices exhibit 
significant performance advantages over conversion and traditional integration 
approaches. Typical integration solutions are centralized: they make use of 
central client or server applications to perform integration tasks. This 
centralization necessarily imposes significant load on systems and can 
potentially cause bottlenecks during high-volume integration activities. 

Furthermore, the centralization of integration introduces a single point of failure 
for integrated data in the enterprise. XML edge translation systems, however, are 
decentralized by their very nature—there is no single point of failure, nor is there 
the chance of any bottleneck for integration tasks. Each edge translation device 
is responsible for its own conversion tasks, and simply transmits the XML data to 
one or more responding systems on the network. 

IV.IV.IV.IV.    Why XML? Drivers for XML in the EnterpriseWhy XML? Drivers for XML in the EnterpriseWhy XML? Drivers for XML in the EnterpriseWhy XML? Drivers for XML in the Enterprise    
Hardware edge translation devices like Xlipstream’s X-Jet can put closed systems 
on the network. But the work of building a ubiquitous computing environment 
has just begun, because it is essential that systems on the network actually 
understand the data coming from those closed systems. Such understanding is 
so important because businesses today are information-centric. The number of 
employees or size of its inventory are no longer the measure of a company’s 
value. In addition to revenue and customer relationships, a company’s value has 
to do with its intellectual capital–the information stored in its various systems, 
knowledge about how to execute its business, and the notion of a corporate 
“memory” that retains knowledge of business experiences and processes. Much 
of a company’s high-value information is created by people that touch critical 
line-of-business processes, such as dealing with customers, suppliers, or end 
users. However, in order for companies to realize the value of this information, 
they must integrate and connect the various silos of information in the 
enterprise—much of it locked in closed and proprietary systems. 

Integration is not a simple issue of merely plugging two systems or organizations 
into each other. The vision of “plug and play” application and system integration 
is a pipe dream that may be a reality some time in the distant future, but right 
now, enterprises face the more immediate challenge of connecting arbitrary 
systems in a manner that is cost effective, manageable, efficient, and secure. 
This problem represents today’s challenge with business process, application, 
and system integration that XML and Web Services technologies are focused on 
solving. 
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XML: Empowering Data InterchangeXML: Empowering Data InterchangeXML: Empowering Data InterchangeXML: Empowering Data Interchange    

The very nature of XML is that it is a structured document format, in that it 
represents not only the information to be exchanged, but also the metadata 
encapsulating its meaning and structure. Since XML represents both information 
and the metadata about that information, it does not specify any particular 
manner for how the data should be processed or provide any constraints for 
mechanisms with which to handle the information. This flexibility contrasts with 
other formats such as proprietary files, APIs, and databases that explicitly require 
accessing the documents in a specific manner. Furthermore, the files 
themselves define how the information is to be processed and what 
requirements systems must have in order to make sense of the documents. XML 
documents simply encode information and the corresponding metadata without 
necessarily specifying how the information is to be processed or displayed. 

This primary benefit of XML allows users to realize a potent solution to today’s 
integration challenges: standardizing data access and encoding among 
heterogeneous systems of all types. Most current integration solutions 
encompass a total of at least six systems, and the increasing movement towards 
greater use of data in real-time enterprise ubiquitous computing environments is 
driving a need to integrate with dozens, if not hundreds of systems in a single 
environment. As the number of connection points increase, so do the 
complexities and inefficiencies of data transformation, manipulation, and 
exchange. 

XML: Enabling IntegrationXML: Enabling IntegrationXML: Enabling IntegrationXML: Enabling Integration    

Typically, information creation in the enterprise is decentralized and inefficient. 
Information is often re-created, resulting in redundancy, lowered productivity and 
inefficiency. Many of today’s organizations look to solve this challenge using 
“point-to-point” integration approaches where systems that need to 
communicate are connected directly to each other. In this scheme, the number 
of integration or interconnection pathways that must be established grows 
exponentially with the number of systems to be integrated. Unfortunately, this 
integration problem is compounded by the fact that most companies perform 
integration in an ad hoc manner, narrowly focusing on short-term integration 
needs rather than overall solution effectiveness. The end result is a tangled web 
of point-to-point integrations that fails to meet business requirements over time. 
With traditional integration approaches, the costs for both maintaining and 
changing systems can become exorbitant, since developers must recode all 
applications that are impacted by changes. We are thus faced with an integration 
problem that grows at a rapidly increasing rate. 

XML: Enabling Structured ContentXML: Enabling Structured ContentXML: Enabling Structured ContentXML: Enabling Structured Content    

Another area where XML is helping companies is to leverage content, which is 
information that is meant for human consumption. The process of creating 
content is almost always effort-intensive. People must spend time organizing 
information prior to creation, constructing the content, and laying out the 
information so that it is easily read. With so much time, cost, and effort invested 
in content, it makes sense to reduce costs by reusing content as much as 
possible. However, progress in facilitating the discovery, reuse, and distribution 
of content has been slow. Content today is frequently out of context, hard to 
reuse, constantly changing with multiple versions in multiple languages, and 
insecure. Content solutions that leverage XML promise to improve the economics 
of working with content considerably. 
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XML and Web Services are helping organizations transform their “islands of 
content” into integrated, reusable content services, and in the process are 
improving the organizations’ content lifecycle processes so they can realize the 
promise of business agility through content reuse. Businesses can realize 
benefits by rearchitecting content representation technologies to treat content 
as another asset in the corporate IT infrastructure. But first, we need to move 
from ad hoc content creation to componentization of content, and then to 
content services. XML and Web Services are the key to this transition that can 
help organizations maximize the value of their information. 

V.V.V.V.    The ChallThe ChallThe ChallThe Challenges of Accessing Data from Closed Systemsenges of Accessing Data from Closed Systemsenges of Accessing Data from Closed Systemsenges of Accessing Data from Closed Systems    
The greatest challenge in using XML to integrate systems is the problem of 
getting XML-formatted data from the data creation source in the first place. 
There are a variety of approaches in use today to solve the XML “generation” 
problem, but each solution is targeted towards a specific situation. In particular, 
a number of traditional solutions for XML generation have been used over the 
past few years to generate XML-formatted data from systems: 

 Reprogram applications to use XML and Web Services as their primary 
interface 

 Use converter applications to transform data to XML-formatted output 

 Use EAI solutions and other middleware to extract data from sources 

One obvious first step to using XML as an integration mechanism is to reprogram 
applications in order to use XML and Web Services as their primary interface. 
While this approach might work for “green-field” applications that are created 
from scratch or for applications that are already in various stages of the 
development cycle, this approach is generally not feasible for systems that are 
closed, proprietary, or otherwise outside of the reach of developers. This 
recoding or authoring approach to XML creation also doesn’t work in many 
environments where users would be required to reprogram systems, resulting in 
significant cost and complexity, if it is possible at all. 

Converting XML from Other Data SourcesConverting XML from Other Data SourcesConverting XML from Other Data SourcesConverting XML from Other Data Sources    

Clearly, in order to realize any of the benefits of standards-based integration, 
organizations must first have XML-encoded information. In most instances, it is 
simply not possible to recode applications or create documents from scratch in 
XML. Most enterprise content is of a legacy nature, existing in a format other 
than XML. Thus, rather than tackling content creation from a development 
perspective, another option users have sought is the creation of XML-based 
content through the use of conversion tools. These XML conversion systems 
allow users to create content in the formats they prefer and then convert the 
content to XML automatically. For those organizations with large repositories of 
unstructured or semi-structured content, or with a large volume of data in a 
legacy format, XML conversion is the preferred approach for achieving the 
modicum of the benefits of standards-based integration described above. 

However, automating the conversion of existing content to XML is far from trivial. 
Content that already exists in a metadata-enhanced format such as SGML can 
be easily converted to XML, but other formats–such as proprietary protocols and 
data formats, Word, PDF, and even HTML--don’t have sufficient metadata 
encoding to make the transformation automatic. In particular, the primary 
challenge is putting the right metadata on the content. Unless the converted 
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content is extremely regular in nature, automated conversion always requires 
some element of human intervention. Thus, the effort in conversion lies in the 
tagging of various pieces of a document source with metadata in a templated, 
automated manner. 

Accessing CloAccessing CloAccessing CloAccessing Closed Systems the Hard Way: Screen Scrapingsed Systems the Hard Way: Screen Scrapingsed Systems the Hard Way: Screen Scrapingsed Systems the Hard Way: Screen Scraping    

At the most primitive level, users can access legacy application code through 
“screen scraping,” which has been one of the most popular methods for gaining 
access to data and application logic located on mainframe and other closed 
legacy systems. Rather than having to gain access to a programmatic interface, 
users can simulate user interaction by means of terminal emulation, mimicking 
keystrokes and screen navigation to get to key pieces of information that they 
can parse directly from screen outputs. 

Screen scraping is useful when it is difficult or impossible to modify actual 
application code. Of course, screen scraping is a very crude way to get at 
information, but a surprisingly large number of mission-critical applications use 
screen scraping in the banking, travel reservation, insurance, and other 
industries. Since users can only retrieve data through screen navigation and 
keystroke emulation, the application must be online in order for systems to 
interact with it. Also, screen scraping is a very brittle form of integration since any 
modification to screen outputs will corrupt the data gathering process.  Thus, 
screen scraping is tightly coupled. 

Accessing Closed Systems the Hard Way: ETLAccessing Closed Systems the Hard Way: ETLAccessing Closed Systems the Hard Way: ETLAccessing Closed Systems the Hard Way: ETL    

An improved mechanism for accessing system data is to directly access the 
underlying databases and file structures that store the application information. 
This form of data access incorporates three major concepts: extract, transform 
and load (ETL).  However, ETL systems are also brittle and hard to change. Once 
a mapping from source data to destination format has been defined, any 
changes to the source file will invalidate the mapping and cause the integration 
process to fail. Furthermore, managing the mappings and conversion steps is 
often a complex, cumbersome, and error-prone process. ETL approaches are 
also by definition point-to-point, tightly coupled, and asynchronous, since the 
data load process can occur at any time–most likely in batch processes when 
the data are already “stale.” 

In any case, data transformation techniques like screen scraping and ETL work 
well when a user has access to the data sources, and the user is capable of 
gaining valuable information from the data sources alone. However, many times 
ETL and replication techniques are simply not usable for mission-critical 
integration needs. Most importantly, many systems are simply not available on 
the network and thus can’t have their data streams accessed to perform either 
screen scraping or ETL approaches to data integration. For systems that only 
have access via printer and serial ports, or are otherwise prevented from direct 
network integration, data integration approaches are impractical, if not 
downright impossible. Furthermore, data integration techniques can disrupt the 
operation of applications that require database locking.  

VI.VI.VI.VI.    Ubiquitous Computing via Edge Devices and XMLUbiquitous Computing via Edge Devices and XMLUbiquitous Computing via Edge Devices and XMLUbiquitous Computing via Edge Devices and XML    
For an enterprise to have true ubiquitous computing, then, all systems—including 
closed systems—must participate in the network, architecture, and processes of 
the organization. Hardware edge translation devices therefore present a wide 
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range of opportunities to a variety of different types of organizations. This section 
explores many of those opportunities. 

Opportunities for Systems IntegraOpportunities for Systems IntegraOpportunities for Systems IntegraOpportunities for Systems Integrators and Solution Providerstors and Solution Providerstors and Solution Providerstors and Solution Providers    

Solutions providers and systems integrators will find edge translation devices to 
be very useful for extending the value of many of their solutions to customers. 
Providers of hospital billing solutions, government data acquisition programs, 
manufacturing assembly line operations, point-of-sale solutions, and other 
focused applications can find that their ability to extract and reuse information 
from formerly closed systems is greatly improved by the use of edge translation 
devices. Solution providers and systems integrators can use the device to 
augment their solution sets, and write their own translation drivers to meet their 
particular needs.  

Key benefits for solution providers and systems integrators: 

 Easily configurable for specific vertical industry or product solutions. 

 Plug-and-play with existing architectures and easily integrated with 
existing solution sets. 

 Can be re-branded to meet delivery needs. 

Embeddable Solutions for Device Manufacturers and Software VendorsEmbeddable Solutions for Device Manufacturers and Software VendorsEmbeddable Solutions for Device Manufacturers and Software VendorsEmbeddable Solutions for Device Manufacturers and Software Vendors    

Manufacturers of specialized devices as well as software vendors can find great 
value in adding XML edge translation capabilities to their respective products. 
These vendors could build systems for specific solutions, such as medical 
devices, manufacturing systems, and other systems that would include the XML 
edge translation capabilities natively in their solution, without requiring the user 
to make any changes to their infrastructure, except to upgrade to the newly-
enabled equipment. Software vendors can also look to bundle these devices with 
their solution in order to better enable their overall applications. 

Key benefits for embedded device manufacturers and software vendors: 

 Can get access to source code and schematics. 

 Easily embedded into products or OEM’d as part of software solution. 

 Driver development tools are licensable. 

Solutions for EndSolutions for EndSolutions for EndSolutions for End----Users: Healthcare and GovernmentUsers: Healthcare and GovernmentUsers: Healthcare and GovernmentUsers: Healthcare and Government    

XML edge translation devices are not necessarily applicable only to specific 
industries. There are particular end users that might find that this device solves 
critical integration problems their industry is facing. One of the greatest 
challenges for the healthcare sector, for example, has always been getting 
otherwise paper-bound records (such as patient records, insurance claims, 
laboratory results, and other key documents) into digital form. While electronic 
systems have long existed for healthcare providers, it has typically been an 
expensive and difficult task to extract information from the various systems in a 
healthcare facility to power those applications. By implementing a mechanism 
that enables each system at a healthcare facility to directly report its information 
to central applications, users can greatly reduce the cost of extracting and 
repurposing information from healthcare systems.  

Governmental security and intelligence communities also greatly rely on accurate 
and timely access to information. However, many departments in the 
government currently exchange vital information by printing reports to paper or 
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into isolated databases hosted solely by each individual agency. These 
organizations then face tremendous bottlenecks in accessing, exchanging, and 
repurposing this data as needed. Government users can greatly facilitate their 
acquisition and repurposing of data by enabling all of their print-based systems 
to output XML data instead of solely printing or outputting data in a proprietary 
format. 

VII.VII.VII.VII.    ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    
If you believe your IT infrastructure incorporates and connects all the systems in 
your enterprise—that is, you believe you have ubiquitous computing—take a 
thorough tour of your companies’ facilities. If you find any closed systems that 
aren’t on the network, then you don’t have ubiquitous computing. 

The problem is, traditional approaches to connecting closed systems to the 
network—“swivel chair” integration, screen scraping,  and the like—are inflexible, 
costly, and prone to error. The solution to these problems is a hardware edge 
translation device that connects to a closed system’s printer port, translates the 
data coming from the system into XML, and sends that XML over the network to 
the appropriate location.  

Xlipstream is one of the first vendors to develop such a device. Their X-Jet allows 
closed systems to print normally, but also translates their output into usable 
XML. Once in XML, the data from closed systems can take advantage of all the 
capabilities of XML—a broadly adopted, standard, self-describing structured data 
format that supports both messages between systems and the interfaces to 
those systems.  

As companies leverage the power of XML and Web Services to build Service-
oriented architectures that facilitate ubiquitous computing, having XML-
formatted data from closed systems will be a critical aspect of each company’s 
competitive advantage. Companies that are able to achieve the business agility 
gains that such architectures can provide will be in a better position to succeed 
in today’s competitive marketplace than those companies that are unable to 
incorporate their closed systems into their IT infrastructures. 
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